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About Time W. W. Norton & Company
Albert Einstein is probably the most influential scientist and greatest physicist of the twentieth
century. He revolutionized our ideas about time and space and is best known for his theory of
relativity and his equation E=mc^2, which explains the relationship between energy and mass.
By age 30, he was considered by many to be one of the world's greatest scientific thinkers.
What Einstein Didn't Know about Time JHU Press
Recounts the life of the scientist whose theories of relativity
revolutionized the way we look at space and time.

Coffee with Einstein Duncan Baird Publishers
In this unique contribution to the Einstein literature, physicist and acclaimed science
writer Parker draws on the great scientist's letters and personal papers to explore
the intellectual and emotional passions that motivated both his work and his life.
Illustrations throughout.

Einstein HMH
In Einstein in Love, Dennis Overbye has written the first profile of the great scientist to
focus exclusively on his early adulthood, when his major discoveries were made. It
reveals Einstein to be very much a young man of his time-draft dodger, self-styled
bohemian, poet, violinist, and cocky, charismatic genius who left personal and
professional chaos in his wake. Drawing upon hundreds of unpublished letters and a
decade of research, Einstein in Love is a penetrating portrait of the modern era's most
influential thinker.
Brilliant Blunders Penguin
Finalist for the James Beard Foundation Book Award and the IACP Cookbook Award "[A]s good a read on
the science of cooking as there is." —Mark Bittman, author of How to Cook Everything “Wolke, longtime
professor of chemistry and author of the Washington Post column Food 101, turns his hand to a Cecil
Adams style compendium of questions and answers on food chemistry. Is there really a difference between
supermarket and sea salt? How is sugar made? Should cooks avoid aluminum pans? Interspersed throughout
Wolke’s accessible and humorous answers to these and other mysteries are recipes demonstrating scientific
principles. There is gravy that avoids lumps and grease; Portuguese Poached Meringue that demonstrates
cream of tartar at work; and juicy Salt-Seared Burgers⋯With its zest for the truth, this book will help cooks
learn how to make more intelligent choices.” —Publishers Weekly
albert einstein Chicago Review Press
The scientist in the kitchen tells us more about what makes our foods tick. This sequel to the best-selling
What Einstein Told His Cook continues Bob Wolke's investigations into the science behind our
foods—from the farm or factory to the market, and through the kitchen to the table. In response to ongoing
questions from the readers of his nationally syndicated Washington Post column, "Food 101," Wolke
continues to debunk misconceptions with reliable, commonsense answers. He has also added a new feature
for curious cooks and budding scientists, "Sidebar Science," which details the chemical processes that
underlie food and cooking. In the same plain language that made the first book a hit with both techies and
foodies, Wolke combines the authority, clarity, and wit of a renowned research scientist, writer, and teacher.
All those who cook, or for that matter go to the market and eat, will become wiser consumers, better cooks,
and happier gastronomes for understanding their food.
The Other Einstein Prometheus Books
A revolutionary and timely proposal for reinvigorating transformative scientific discovery, written by a
preeminent leader in Venture Research. So rich was the scientific harvest of the early 20th century that it
transformed entire industries and economies. Max Planck laid the foundation for quantum physics, Barbara
McClintock for modern genetics, Linus Pauling for chemistry—the list goes on. In the 1970s, the nature of
scientific work started to change. Increases in public funding for scientific research brought demands that
spending be justified; a system of peer review that selected only the research proposals promising the greatest
returns; and a push for endless short-term miracles instead of in-depth, boundary-pushing research. A
vicious spiral of decline began. In Scientific Freedom, Donald W. Braben presents a framework to find and
support cutting-edge, much-needed scientific innovation. Braben—who led British Petroleum’s Venture
Research initiative, which aimed to identify and aid researchers challenging current scientific
thinking—explains: —the conditions that catalyzed scientific research in the early 20th century; —the costs
to society of our current research model; —the changing role of the university as a research institution;
—how BP’s Venture Research initiative succeeded by minimizing bureaucracy and peer review, and the
program’s impact; —the selection, budget, and organizational criteria for implementing a Venture
Research program today. Even in the earliest stages, transformative and groundbreaking research can look
unrecognizable to those who are accustomed to the patterns established by the past. Support for this research
can, in fact, be low risk and offer rich rewards, but it requires rethinking the processes used to discover and
sponsor scientists with groundbreaking ideas—and then giving those innovators the freedom to explore. First
published in 2008, this new edition of Scientific Freedom is produced in a gorgeous archival quality
hardcover with over 30 new illustrations and an up-to-date foreword by Donald Braben.
Albert Einstein Penguin
NOW A MAJOR SERIES 'GENIUS' ON NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, PRODUCED BY RON
HOWARD AND STARRING GEOFFREY RUSH Einstein is the great icon of our age: the kindly refugee
from oppression whose wild halo of hair, twinkling eyes, engaging humanity and extraordinary brilliance
made his face a symbol and his name a synonym for genius. He was a rebel and nonconformist from
boyhood days. His character, creativity and imagination were related, and they drove both his life and his
science. In this marvellously clear and accessible narrative, Walter Isaacson explains how his mind worked
and the mysteries of the universe that he discovered. Einstein's success came from questioning conventional
wisdom and marvelling at mysteries that struck others as mundane. This led him to embrace a worldview
based on respect for free spirits and free individuals. All of which helped make Einstein into a rebel but with a
reverence for the harmony of nature, one with just the right blend of imagination and wisdom to transform
our understanding of the universe. This new biography, the first since all of Einstein's papers have become
available, is the fullest picture yet of one of the key figures of the twentieth century. This is the first full
biography of Albert Einstein since all of his papers have become available -- a fully realised portrait of this
extraordinary human being, and great genius. Praise for EINSTEIN by Walter Isaacson:- 'YOU REALLY

MUST READ THIS.' Sunday Times 'As pithy as Einstein himself.’ New Scientist ‘[A] brilliant biography,
rich with newly available archival material.’ Literary Review ‘Beautifully written, it renders the physics
understandable.’ Sunday Telegraph ‘Isaacson is excellent at explaining the science. ' Daily Express
101 Things You Didn't Know about Einstein Turtleback
"Another standout in a uniformly stellar series.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review “[An] engrossing and
remarkably accessible biography.” —The Horn Book Albert Einstein. His name has become a synonym for
genius. His wild case of bedhead and playful sense of humor made him a media superstar—the first, maybe
only, scientist-celebrity. He wasn't much for lab work; in fact he had a tendency to blow up experiments.
What he liked to do was think, not in words but in "thought experiments". What was the result of all his
thinking? Nothing less than the overturning of Newtonian physics. Once again, Kathleen Krull delivers a
witty and astute look at one of the true Giants of Science and the turbulent times in which he lived.
Albert Einstein Teacher Created Materials
"Drawing on the lives of five great scientists -- Charles Darwin, William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), Linus
Pauling, Fred Hoyle and Albert Einstein -- scientist/author Mario Livio shows how even the greatest scientists
made major mistakes and how science built on these errors to achieve breakthroughs, especially into the
evolution of life and the universe"--
Einstein's War Yale University Press
Learn about the incredible life of Albert Einstein, the inspiring theoretical physicist, in this book from
the best-selling Little People, BIG DREAMS series.
What Einstein Told His Barber B.E.S. Publishing
An inspiring collection of essays, in which Albert Einstein addresses the topics that fascinated him as a scientist,
philosopher, and humanitarian Divided by subject matter—“Science,” “Convictions and Beliefs,” “Public
Affairs,” etc.—these essays consider everything from the need for a “supranational” governing body to control
war in the atomic age to freedom in research and education to Jewish history and Zionism to explanations of the
physics and scientific thought that brought Albert Einstein world recognition. Throughout, Einstein’s clear,
eloquent voice presents an idealist’s vision and relays complex theories to the layperson. Einstein’s essays share his
philosophical beliefs, scientific reasoning, and hopes for a brighter future, and show how one of the greatest minds of
all time fully engaged with the changing world around him. This authorized ebook features rare photos and never-
before-seen documents from the Albert Einstein Archives at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
The Beginning of Infinity Simon and Schuster
This volume intertwines science, history, philosophy, theology, and politics in fresh and fascinating ways to
solve the multifaceted riddle of what religion means - and what it means to science.
Einstein's Wife First Avenue Editions
Winner of the Watson Davis and Helen Miles Davis Prize "Stanley is a storyteller par excellence."—The Washington
Post The birth of a world-changing idea in the middle of a bloodbath Einstein’s War is a riveting exploration of both
the beauty of scientific creativity and enduring horrors of human nature. These two great forces battle in a story that
culminates with a victory now a century old, the mind bending theory of general relativity. Few recognize how the
Great War, the industrialized slaughter that bled Europe from 1914 to 1918, shaped Einstein’s life and work. While
Einstein never held a rifle, he formulated general relativity blockaded in Berlin, literally starving. He lost 50 pounds in
three months, unable to communicate with his most important colleagues. Some of those colleagues fought against
rabid nationalism; others were busy inventing chemical warfare—being a scientist trapped you in the power plays of
empire. Meanwhile, Einstein struggled to craft relativity and persuade the world that it was correct. This was, after all,
the first complete revision of our conception of the universe since Isaac Newton, and its victory was far from sure.
Scientists seeking to confirm Einstein’s ideas were arrested as spies. Technical journals were banned as enemy
propaganda. Colleagues died in the trenches. Einstein was separated from his most crucial ally by barbed wire and U-
boats. This ally was the Quaker astronomer and Cambridge don A.S. Eddington who would go on to convince the
world of the truth of relativity and the greatness of Einstein. In May of 1919, when Europe was still in chaos from the
war, Eddington led a globe-spanning expedition to catch a fleeting solar eclipse for a rare opportunity to confirm
Einstein’s bold prediction that light has weight. It was the result of this expedition—the proof of relativity, as many
saw it—that put Einstein on front pages around the world. Matthew Stanley’s epic tale is a celebration of how bigotry
and nationalism can be defeated, and of what science can offer when they are.
Finding Einstein's Brain Basic Books
Presents a fictionalized interview with Albert Einstein, where the physicist discusses his life and work.
What Einstein Didn't Know Simon and Schuster
Albert Einstein was the most famous and influential thinker of his time. His theories of relativity, quantum mechanics,
and statistical physics gave birth to a new era in scientific thought and changed the ay people see the universe and their
place in it. The Everything Einstein Book walks you through his rise from a lowly patent clerk to a groundbreaking
scientist and explains the theories that brought him fame and world renown. Covering everything from photoelectric
effect to the unified field theory, this book answers all your questions about the genius, his work, and the age that
influenced him.
What Einstein Told His Cook: Kitchen Science Explained Penguin UK
It's 1955, and Albert Einstein lies in a hospital bed, deathly ill. He suddenly stirs, asks his assistant for paper
and pen, then scribbles something down. Minutes later, he dies. History tells us that Einstein jotted down
equations that night. But struggling scholar Jacob Morgan believes that history is wrong. He's convinced that
Einstein wrote a deathbed confession that night-a secret that the great scientist didn't want to take to his
grave. Jacob has spent his entire adult life obsessively hunting down that secret-with nothing to show for it
but the scorn of his colleagues and the tattered remnants of a once-promising teaching career. But now,
thanks to a lucky break, Jacob has a chance to get his life back on track. His appointment as an adjunct
professor at the University of Virginia is a fresh start, and he's vowed to end his pursuit of Einstein's secret.
Until history chooses this moment to deliver him one more clue. A clue that leads him to an impossible and
unbelievable discovery: Time travel. And so begins the last leg of Jacob's desperate quest, one where history is
not only changeable-it's changing. All by itself. And if Jacob doesn't rescue Einstein's secret, everything that
he's ever known will disappear forever.
Albert Einstein Courier Corporation
Albert Einstein remains the quintessential icon of modern genius. Like Newton and many others, his seminal
work in physics includes the General Theory of Relativity, the Absolute Nature of Light, and perhaps the
most famous equation of all time: E=mc2. Following his death in 1955, Einstein’s brain was removed and
preserved, but has never been fully or systematically studied. In fact, the sections are not even all in one place,
and some are mysteriously unaccounted for! In this compelling tale, Frederick E. Lepore delves into the
strange, elusive afterlife of Einstein’s brain, the controversy surrounding its use, and what its study
represents for brain and/or intelligence studies. Carefully reacting to the skepticism of 21st century
neuroscience, Lepore more broadly examines the philosophical, medical, and scientific implications of brain-
examination. Is the brain simply a computer? If so, how close are we to artificially creating a human brain?
Could scientists create a second Einstein? This “biography of a brain” attempts to answer these questions,
exploring what made Einstein’s brain anatomy exceptional, and how “found” photographs--discovered
more than a half a century after his death--may begin to uncover the nature of genius.
Einstein Sourcebooks, Inc.
"A fascinating and thought-provoking story, one that sheds light on the origins of . . . the current challenging
situation in physics." -- Wall Street Journal When the fuzzy indeterminacy of quantum mechanics overthrew
the orderly world of Isaac Newton, Albert Einstein and Erwin Schr�ger were at the forefront of the
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revolution. Neither man was ever satisfied with the standard interpretation of quantum mechanics, however,
and both rebelled against what they considered the most preposterous aspect of quantum mechanics: its
randomness. Einstein famously quipped that God does not play dice with the universe, and Schr�ger
constructed his famous fable of a cat that was neither alive nor dead not to explain quantum mechanics but to
highlight the apparent absurdity of a theory gone wrong. But these two giants did more than just criticize: they
fought back, seeking a Theory of Everything that would make the universe seem sensible again. In Einstein's
Dice and Schr�ger's Cat, physicist Paul Halpern tells the little-known story of how Einstein and Schr�ger
searched, first as collaborators and then as competitors, for a theory that transcended quantum weirdness.
This story of their quest-which ultimately failed-provides readers with new insights into the history of physics
and the lives and work of two scientists whose obsessions drove its progress. Today, much of modern physics
remains focused on the search for a Theory of Everything. As Halpern explains, the recent discovery of the
Higgs Boson makes the Standard Model-the closest thing we have to a unified theory- nearly complete. And
while Einstein and Schr�ger failed in their attempt to explain everything in the cosmos through pure
geometry, the development of string theory has, in its own quantum way, brought this idea back into vogue.
As in so many things, even when they were wrong, Einstein and Schr�ger couldn't help but get a great deal
right.
Albert Einstein Pitambar Publishing
With the same nimble, intelligent, and often humorous prose that made his last book, "What Einstein
Didn't Know, " connect with readers of all ages, "Washington Post" columnist Robert Wolke returns
to show how everyday science is both marvelous and comprehensible. Online feature.
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